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Re: DETERMINATION IN TERMS OF SECTION 30M OF THE PENSION FUNDS 

ACT, 24 of 1956 (“THE ACT”): P A TSHABALALA (“COMPLAINANT”) v 
SECURITY EMPLOYEES NATIONAL PROVIDENT FUND 
(“RESPONDENT”) 

 
1.0. Introduction  
 

1.1 The complaint concerns the quantum of a death benefit that was paid by 
the respondent.  

 
1.2 The complaint was received by this office on 2 February 2006. A letter 

acknowledging receipt thereof was sent to the complainant on 15 May 
2006. On the same date a letter was dispatched to the respondent giving 
it until 5 June 2006 to file its response to the complaint. Responses were 
received from the respondent on 6 June 2006 and 14 September 2006. 
These responses were forwarded to the complainant on 21 September 
2006. No reply was received from the complainant. 

 
1.3 After reviewing the written submissions, it is considered unnecessary to 

hold a hearing in this matter. The determination and reasons therefor 
appear below. 

  
 
2.0 Factual Background 
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2.1 Mr. A.V. Matlala (“the deceased”) was employed by X-pert Security 
Services (“the employer”) from 1 November 2002. He was a member of 
the respondent by virtue of his employment. The deceased passed away 
on 20 August 2004 leaving behind his spouse and child, who is the 
complainant. The respondent became liable to pay a death benefit to the 
dependants of the deceased following his passing away. The minor child 
was identified as the deceased’s dependant and was awarded the entire 
net death benefit of R26 706.64, which was placed in trust in July 2005 
and provides a monthly income of R749.76 for three years, which is 
being paid to the complainant. 

 
3.0 Complaint 
 

3.1 The complainant alleges that she was initially promised that she would 
receive R5 000 in respect of funeral expenses and there would be a 
death benefit of R32 000 after the deceased’s funeral. The respondent 
later promised to pay her R700 per month for three years for the benefit 
of the minor child. But, she alleges that the value of the death benefit was 
then changed to R26 000. She was dissatisfied with the decrease in the 
death benefit amount to R26 000 and enquired about the method of 
calculation of the benefit, but no information was forthcoming from the 
respondent. 

 
3.2 The complainant is concerned about the decrease in the amount of the 

death benefit from R32 000 to R26 000. 
 
4.0 Response  
 

4.1 The principal officer of the first respondent, Mrs. N. Kyriakidis, responded 
to the complaint. She advised that the complainant had initially 
complained to the Financial Services Board and National Consumer 
Affairs department and the respondent responded to the complaint by 
letter on 18 January 2006, which was posted to the complainant by 
registered mail.  

 
4.2 The respondent advised the complainant that the amount of R32 000 was 

not given as a final payment amount, but might have been given as an 
estimate rather than an actual calculation of the benefit. The total paid on 
the death claim was calculated as follows: 

 
 “Group Life Cover (2xannual (sic) salary)  R25 656.00 

Plus 
Provident Fund Credit     R  1 335.64 
Tax       R0 
Total Payable to Fedtrust    R26 991.64 
Less Management Fee    R     285.00 
Total Invested in Instalment Trust  R26 706.64” 

 
4.3 The principal officer goes on to advise that the capital amount was 

transferred to Fedtrust, who are the installment trust managers, on 26 
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July 2005. The complainant as guardian of the minor child receives 
R749.76 for a period of three years for the benefit of the child, until the 
capital amount is depleted. 

 
4.4 The respondent submits that it has not withheld any money or decreased 

any benefit that was payable to the complainant. The principal officer 
apologised to the complainant for any lack of assistance from the 
respondent and noted that there was a change of address for the 
complainant, which was communicated to Fedtrust. With regard to the 
group life cover that was paid the principal officer forwarded a 
computation from the insurer indicating that the deceased’s annual salary 
was R12 828 and the life cover was twice the deceased’s annual salary, 
which amounted to an insured death benefit portion of R25 656. 

 
5.0 Determination and reasons therefor 
 

5.1  In this complaint the complainant does not complain about the distribution 
of the death benefit, or the fact that the benefit was placed in a trust for 
the benefit of the minor child. Rather, the complainant complains that she 
was initially promised that the death benefit would be R32 000, but on 
settlement of the death benefit claim the amount that was allocated was 
only R26 706.64.    

 
5.2 The respondent is a registered fund in terms of the provisions of the Act 

and it is bound by its rules in the same way as its members, officials, 
shareholders and persons claiming under the rules (see section 13 of the 
Act). By virtue of the binding nature of the rules, the trustees of the 
respondent, the members, the employer and any service provider such 
as the administrator of the respondent may only do that what is set forth 
in the rules (see Tek Corporation Provident Fund & Another v Lorentz 
[2000] 3 BPLR 227 (SCA) at 239D-E).  

 
5.3 In terms of the special rules applicable to the employer, upon the death of 

the deceased the respondent had to pay a benefit equal to the 
deceased’s accumulated share in the respondent plus an insured death 
benefit of two times the deceased’s annual salary. As the respondent 
advised the complainant in its letter dated 17 January 2006, the 
deceased’s accumulated share in the respondent at the time of his death 
was R1 335.64. His annual salary was R12 828. Therefore, an insured 
death benefit amount of twice the deceased’s annual salary, in the sum 
of R25 656, together with his accumulated share, became payable to the 
deceased’s dependants. As is evident from the breakdown in paragraph 
4.2, these were the amounts used in the computation of the total death 
benefit claim that was eventually paid out by the respondent.  

 
5.4 Since the respondent is bound by its rules, it cannot pay a greater death 

benefit than what is provided by its rules. The alleged advice initially 
given to the complainant that a death benefit of R32 000 was payable by 
the respondent cannot bind the respondent because it is evident that the 
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respondent was only liable to pay a death benefit of R26 706.64. The 
respondent computed and paid the death benefit in terms of its rules. 

 
5.5 In the result, the complaint cannot succeed and is dismissed.  
 

 
Dated at Johannesburg on this the                day of                                          2008. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________ 
Mamodupi Mohlala 
Pension Funds Adjudicator 
 
 


